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Week of March 31, 2014 (Episode #132) 

An eight year old girl begins choking, but she is saved by her 14 year old cousin, who uses the 

Heimlich maneuver to save her life. * In some cities, pedestrians are hit by a car once a day, on 

average…We‟ll see some actual accidents, and examine what can be done to make walking safer. 

*A mom suffers an allergic reaction and falls unconscious…we‟ll see the brave response from 

her 10 year old son, who calls 911 and gives her medication.  Our Moral Dilemma segment 

features the growing trend among teenagers who seek cosmetic plastic surgery. 
 

Week of April 07, 2014 (Episode #133) 

A three year old nearly drowns in his family‟s swimming pool…he is rescued just in time by his 

five year old brother.  *Father and son are walking home from a basketball game when the father 

suffers a heart attack…the son bravely gives him CPR and saves his life. 

*A critter has been disturbing a man‟s bird feeder, so he sets up a motion detecting camera in his 

back yard…the very next night, he discovers it‟s a huge black bear. 

* In our Moral Dilemma this week we take a hard look at teenage drivers and the dangerous 

distraction of their cell phones. 

 

Week of April 14, 2014 (Episode #134) 

A trip home on public transit puts a girl‟s newly acquired CPR skills to the test.  A routine traffic 

stop turns dicey for a motorcycle patrolman.  The gas pump at a convenience store becomes the 

scene of an explosive situation.   This week‟s moral dilemma takes a look at the subject of 

hazing. 

 

Week of April 21, 2014 (Episode #135) 

A pre-teen body boarder uses his skills to rescue two girls caught in a rip current.  Man‟s best 

friend is caught on thin ice and an animal control officer attempts a frigid rescue.  A risky rock 

rappelling accident is caught on camera.  And before you send that next naughty text message 

you might want to check out our moral dilemma. 
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Week of April 28, 2014 (Episode #136) 

In an amazing story of survival, a snowboarder gets buried alive when he falls into a tree well...a 

nine year old girl must rescue four small children when her house catches on fire...a triathlon 

athlete gets attacked by a 10 foot alligator while training in a Florida lake...our Moral Dilemma 

looks at a new hazard when communicating on the internet; it's called cyber-bullying. 

 

Week of May 5, 2014 (Episode #137) 

A 16-year-old teenager is struck by lightning and still survives. We‟ll tell you what you should 

do if you find someone struck by lightning. *A dog trainer saves a dog‟s life by giving it CPR. 

We‟ll show you how to give CPR to help save your pet. * When a family‟s car is stuck in the 

snow, they nearly die of carbon monoxide poisoning. We„ll explain how carbon monoxide is the 

invisible killer and can be avoided. Our Moral Dilemma segment features the growing trend of 

sexual harassment at work. 

 

Week of May 12, 2014 (Episode #138) 

A 15-year-old teenager suffers from the Swine Flu and nearly dies. We‟ll feature the symptoms 

in case you suffer from the Swine Flu. *A six-year-old boy is faced with a life threatening 

emergency and needs to call 9-1-1. *A man in Arizona is walking his dogs when a venomous 

rattlesnake bites him. We will tell you the steps to take in case a rattlesnake bites you.  Our 

Moral Dilemma segment features the social problems caused by “mean girls.” 

 

Week of May 19, 2014 (Episode #139) 

In this episode, a teenage girl who is a type 1 diabetic decides to skip her insulin in order to lose 

weight.  As a result, she almost dies.  A man who loves to ride his snowmobile in the 

backcountry, narrowly escapes death when he almost rides off a cliff.  His ride is caught on tape.  

A town in Florida is invaded by black bears, and some of them are very aggressive.  And our 

Moral Dilemma features the hazard of having a helicopter mom. 

 

Week of May 26, 2014 (Episode #140) 

In this episode, a teenager tries to sell his iPod on the internet, and he ends up doing business 

with a swindler.   A 16 year old boy is driving down the highway, when his car‟s accelerator gets 

stuck, and he can‟t slow down.  A neighborhood bike race turns grim when two men try to steal 

their bicycles.  A snowboarder narrowly escapes death when she is caught in an avalanche.  The 
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avalanche is caught on tape.  And our Moral Dilemma looks at the dangers of having an enabling 

parent. 
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Week of June 2, 2014 (Episode #141) 

In this episode, a teenager hears about a missing girl, and all by himself, he tracks down her 

abductor.  A mother tells the story of her son, who decided to take steroids, and they nearly 

destroyed him.  Three teens are hanging out by a creek, when a flash flood turns the creek into a 

raging river.  In the Florida Everglades, a tour guide discovers a 10-foot python, and decides to 

wrestle it.  And our Moral Dilemma looks at the stress involved with choosing the right college. 

. 

Week of June 9, 2014 (Episode #142) 
In this episode, a 12-year old is home alone, when an intruder breaks into his house.  Two buddies are snowmobiling 

when an avalanche buries one of them.  It will take a miracle to save him.  A Florida family finds an unwelcome 

guest on their doorstep:  A large alligator.  And our Moral Dilemma looks at the growing problem of obesity. 

 

Week of June 16, 2014 (Episode #143) 

A picture perfect photo opportunity turns nearly tragic in a flash.  A young boy is home alone 

when two intruders break in to his house.  Racing in the Gulf of Mexico puts a sailing team in 

deep trouble.  And our moral dilemma looks at the lure of internet gambling   

 

Week of June 23, 2014 (Episode #144) 

A routine trip to visit some relatives literally takes a turn for the worse. *A trooper arrives on the 

scene of a car fire and someone‟s trapped inside the burning vehicle. *A young man‟s car is 

immobilized by rapidly rising water and he can‟t open the door. 

*A woman pulls into her driveway and catches a burglar in the act. 

 

 


